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OEIG SUMMARY REPORT

I. ALLEGATIONS

Between August 7 and October 5, 2018, the Office of Executive Inspector General (OEIG) received five complaints relating to Illinois Department of Natural Resources’ (IDNR) hire of [Family Member] as a State Mine Inspector in 2018.¹ Some of the complaints alleged that [Family Member]’s [relative], State Mine Inspector-At-Large William (Bill) Patterson, manipulated the process that resulted in [Family Member]’s hire, including by changing the test applicants take, changing the job qualifications, and having IDNR staff [IDNR Employee 1] and [IDNR Employee 2] alter [Family Member]’s application. [The information in this sentence is redacted because it relates to an allegation that the OEIG determined was unfounded. Therefore, the Commission exercises its discretion to redact this sentence pursuant to 5 ILCS 430/20-52(a)]. The investigation also examined whether Bill Patterson directly supervised [Family Member] after he was hired.

II. BACKGROUND

State Mine Inspectors, who work in IDNR’s Office of Mines and Minerals’ (OMM) Mine Safety section, perform technical and safety inspections of mines. [Family Member] was hired as a State Mine Inspector in June 2018. [Family Member]’s [relative], Bill Patterson, is a State Mine Inspector-At-Large, who reported to then-Director of Mine Safety Enforcement [IDNR Employee 3] during the times relevant to the investigation. [IDNR Employee 3] reported to then-OMM Director Thomas Benner. [IDNR Employee 4] was [Identifying Information Redacted] during the time relevant to this investigation.²

At the time of [Family Member]’s hire, the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual had a conflict of interest policy stating that employees “shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically prohibited [], which might reasonably create the appearance of or result in … giving preferential treatment to any organization or person.”³ The IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual specifies that employees must disclose and report to their Office Director or Deputy Director any real or apparent conflicts of interest involving them, their spouse, or any member of their family residing with them.⁴

Additionally, IDNR’s Employee Handbook prohibits employees from directly supervising a family member, as well as participating “in any employment decision regarding his/her family member.”⁵ The Policy and Procedure Manual clarifies that participating in employment decisions include initial employment, work-related assignments, access to equipment, vehicles and facilities, promotion, salary or performance reviews, leave of absence requests, disciplinary action, and termination.⁶

¹ All the complaints were combined within this case number 18-01651.
² As of approximately April 2019, [IDNR Employee 4] moved to another Human Resources position at IDNR. To avoid confusion, this report will refer to her as an [Identifying Information Redacted].
⁶ IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual, Section 3D-12, Nepotism (Revised 2000).
III. INVESTIGATION

A. The Hiring Of [Family Member]

1. Overview of the Certification Process for State Mine Inspectors

To be eligible for employment as a State Mine Inspector, candidates must first be certified through the State Mining Board, based on requirements in the Coal Mining Act. This certification process is offered semi-annually and consists of a three-part written examination and an oral examination before State Mining Board members and/or State Mine Inspectors. Candidates must score at least an 80% in order to pass the written examination. In an OEIG interview, [IDNR Employee 1] told investigators that State Mine Inspectors administer and score the written test, and answer candidates’ questions during testing.

In an OEIG interview, [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 5] said that candidates who are successfully certified through the State Mining Board may then complete a State Mine Inspector application, even if there are no vacancies for a State Mine Inspector position. She advised that those applications are kept on file until there is a vacancy and, once a vacancy is announced, IDNR will use those applications for any open State Mine Inspector positions.

According to [IDNR Employee 1], IDNR sends CMS all qualifying applications when a State Mine Inspector position is posted. The application grading done by CMS is a separate process from the certification process done through the State Mining Board. CMS grades the applications based on the applicant’s education and experience as they relate to the position requirements. After fully grading the applications, CMS provides the agency with a list of eligible candidates. The agency must first select candidates who received an “A” grade from CMS, and may only select candidates who received a “B” grade after the “A” candidates have been exhausted.

2. Records Relating to [Family Member]’s Applications and Hire

Investigators obtained records from IDNR and CMS regarding [Family Member]’s applications for State Mine Inspector positions, and his ultimate hire in 2018.

---

7 The State Mining Board administers and interprets the Coal Mining Act and promulgates safety-related rules and regulations for the Illinois coal industry. See https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/programs/Pages/StateMiningBoard.aspx (last visited January 7, 2020).
10 [IDNR Employee 1] was interviewed on November 28, 2018.
11 [IDNR Employee 5] was interviewed on June 30, 2019.
12 See CMS hiring process training PowerPoint presentation, available at https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/iced/training/Documents/OVERVIEW_STATE_HIRING_PROCESS.pptx; see also CMS Frequently Asked Questions, available at https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/work/Pages/Exam_faq.aspx#qst12.
2017 Posting

[Family Member]’s first application for the State Mine Inspector position is dated April 19, 2017 and was handwritten. Records reflect that [Family Member] took the State Mine Inspector examination the next day, on April 20, 2017. In a letter dated April 24, 2017, IDNR confirmed that [Family Member] passed the State Mine Inspector test with an “A” score and was thus certified as a State Mine Inspector.

On May 11, 2017, IDNR posted one vacancy for the position of State Mine Inspector in Sangamon County, Illinois. OMM Director Thomas Benner was listed as the point of contact for this posting. IDNR records indicate that [IDNR Employee 2] was hired to fill this vacancy on August 1, 2017.

2018 Postings

Four vacancies for the State Mine Inspector position were announced in four separate postings on January 16, 2018, for positions in Washington, Saline, and Franklin Counties. The two postings for Franklin County listed essentially the same minimum requirements as the 2017 posting, but added the following: “Prefers Illinois electrical certification.” Bill Patterson was listed as the point of contact for these 2018 postings.

OMM records indicate there were ten applicants for the January 16, 2018 postings for the State Mine Inspector position, including [Family Member]. [Family Member]’s initial application, dated January 19, 2018, was handwritten and listed three technical/professional licenses, one of which was Underground and Service Coal Mine Electrician. OMM records indicate that on February 14, 2018, CMS issued a failing grade to nine of the State Mine Inspector applicants, including [Family Member]. [IDNR Employee 5] explained that the State Mine Inspector applications submitted to CMS were improperly completed and contained insufficient details. As a result, the applicants were advised by OMM to appeal their failing grades and resubmit their updated applications, if they still wanted to be considered for the positions. One State Mine Inspector applicant did not appeal his failing grade. [Family Member] and the other seven failed applicants appealed to CMS.

The OEIG reviewed [Family Member]’s revised application, dated February 24, 2018, along with a letter appealing his CMS failed grade. In addition to the three licenses listed on the January 19, 2018 application, four more technical/professional licenses were listed on the February 24, 2018 application, including Mine Manager and General Surface Supervisor. [Family Member]’s military employment, which had been listed in the Work History section of the prior application, was omitted in his typed February 24, 2018 application.

---

13 [IDNR Employee 5] advised that the two vacancies in Washington and Saline Counties were filled by incumbent State Mine Inspectors on February 16, 2018 via intra-agency transfer requests. According to [IDNR Employee 5], these vacancies were bargaining unit positions.

14 [Family Member]’s April 19, 2017 application did not list any technical or professional licenses.

15 The applicant who was not failed by CMS received a “B” grade and that applicant did not appeal this grade.
Following their appeals, six “A” rated applicants were referred to OMM as eligible for interviews, including [Family Member]. In an email dated May 3, 2018, [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 4] advised Bill Patterson that she had the list of State Mine Inspector applicants, and asked what date he “would like to interview.” Bill Patterson responded about the day and listed four people who would conduct the interviews. Mr. Benner was copied on both emails.

On May 14 and 17, 2018, OMM interviewed [Family Member] and four other “A” rated candidates. Records reflect that the two top scoring candidates in the interviews were [Family Member] and [IDNR Employee 6]. Official offer letters from [IDNR Employee 4] to [Family Member] and [IDNR Employee 6] were dated June 6, 2018 and noted a start date of July 2, 2018.

3. Interviews of [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 2] and [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 1]

The OEIG interviewed [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 2] and [IDNR Employee 1] about the allegation that they were asked to alter [Family Member]’s application. [IDNR Employee 2] stated that he reported to Bill Patterson; [IDNR Employee 1] said she reported to Mr. Benner, and her duties include maintaining a database of information on testing for State Mine Inspectors.

[IDNR Employee 2] stated that [IDNR Employee 1] called him for help with [Family Member]’s application and told him that Bill Patterson asked her to review the application and make changes because it was rejected by CMS. [IDNR Employee 2] stated that [IDNR Employee 1] sought his help with mining terminology, and that they worked together to “tweak[] some of the sayings” and “enhance even more what [Family Member] did say” in the Work History section of the application, although he was unable to identify specific examples of how he helped [IDNR Employee 1] change the application.

[IDNR Employee 2] stated that he has known that [Family Member] was Bill Patterson’s relative for about ten years, and he knew that [Family Member] was applying for the State Mine Inspector position before [IDNR Employee 1] reached out to him. [IDNR Employee 2] added that Bill Patterson went to IDNR’s Springfield office three or four times to get things straightened out after CMS rejected the applications.

---

16 CMS “Candidate Exam History” printouts dated September 25 and 26, 2019 reflect that the remaining two applicants who appealed and were not listed as eligible had “B” grades.
17 Although the email did not list the names of the applicants to be interviewed, [IDNR Employee 4] noted that the interviewees included “1 A vet [and] 5 A’s…” The only A-rated veteran in the pool of applicants for the two Franklin county positions was [Family Member].
18 In the email, Bill Patterson wrote that [IDNR Employee 7], [IDNR Employee 8], [IDNR Employee 9], and [IDNR Employee 10] would be conducting the interviews.
19 The sixth individual who was on the eligible list was already employed with OMM as a State Mine Inspector, but was inadvertently submitted to CMS for grading, was issued a failing grade, appealed, and was listed by CMS as eligible to interview.
20 In the investigation, the OEIG found another application for [Family Member], dated May 14, 2018, the same date as his OMM interview, which mirrored his February 24, 2018 application, except that handwritten duties for his previous employments were omitted.
21 [IDNR Employee 2] was interviewed on October 25, 2018.
22 [IDNR Employee 2] thought this occurred after the two-week window closed for the job posting, possibly May 2018.
23 Bill Patterson is based out of IDNR’s Benton, Illinois office.
In her interview, [IDNR Employee 1] advised that after CMS rejected the applications, she mailed each applicant a letter about the appeal process and directed them to fully complete the application, and then received their appeal letters and updated applications. She stated that she was asked a specific question by an applicant, but she did not recall if that was [Family Member]. [IDNR Employee 1] said she reached out to [IDNR Employee 2] for assistance because she was unfamiliar with coal mining terminology. Later in the interview, [IDNR Employee 1] said that she and [IDNR Employee 2] did not have any specific conversations about [Family Member]’s application, but she recalled talking to [IDNR Employee 2] about [Family Member]’s and another applicant’s veteran’s status.24 [IDNR Employee 1] recalled speaking with Bill Patterson about CMS failing the applicants, but said they did not specifically discuss [Family Member]’s application. [IDNR Employee 1] denied that Bill Patterson asked her to fix [Family Member]’s application.25

4. Interviews of [IDNR Employee 9], [IDNR Employee 8], and [IDNR Employee 10]

On March 26, 2019, OEIG investigators met separately with three of the four individuals who conducted the May 2018 interviews for the State Mine Inspector positions: [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 9], [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 8], and [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 10]. [IDNR Employee 9] and [IDNR Employee 8] stated that they did not receive any information about the applicants until just prior to the interviews, and [IDNR Employee 10] did not recall if he reviewed any State Mine Inspector applications prior to the interviews. All three interviewers stated that they did not know [Family Member] was Bill Patterson’s [relative] at the time of the interviews. They stated that during the interviews they individually scored the candidates’ responses to their questions, and at the end of the interviews they discussed their scores as a group and arrived at a consensus score.26 [IDNR Employee 9], [IDNR Employee 8], and [IDNR Employee 10] all stated that they knew of Bill Patterson but denied any personal relationships with him or any pressure to score [Family Member] favorably. [IDNR Employee 8] recalled that [Family Member] was an excellent candidate and said that they hired the best candidates for the positions.

5. Interview of [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 3]

The OEIG interviewed [IDNR Employee 3] on March 26, 2019. [IDNR Employee 3] advised that he worked for IDNR from [dates of employment], and he reported to Mr. Benner most recently. [IDNR Employee 3] stated that he has known Bill Patterson since 1991 when he worked

---

24 Veterans who served for at least 6 months are afforded a preference in the State hiring process, if they meet certain other criteria. See 20 ILCS 415/8b.7. Although another applicant indicated on his application that he wished to claim a veteran’s preference, his Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty form in his application paperwork indicates that he had a total of 5 months and 9 days of active service.

25 The OEIG did not see any pertinent communications about [Family Member]’s application in its review of [IDNR Employee 1]’s emails from December 1, 2017 through July 10, 2018.

26 This practice was inconsistent with CMS’s Interview and Selection Criteria and Techniques (rev. 2011), which recommended that interview panels “utilize individualized grading by each interviewer,” to avoid “the employment decision being questioned as a result of a ‘conspiracy’ in which all of the interviewers participated.” This approach has been reiterated in Governor’s Comprehensive Employment Plan for Agencies under the Jurisdiction of the Governor (Nov. 2019) which states that “[i]nterviewers should not seek consensus but may amend their initial scores based on further consideration”; if scores are changed, the interview notes should reflect the change and provide a detailed explanation supporting the change. The OEIG recommends that IDNR ensure that interviewers are aware of and comply with this guidance.
for Bill Patterson at a coal mine, and that he has known [Family Member] for years through Bill Patterson.

[IDNR Employee 3] described the situation surrounding [Family Member]’s hiring at IDNR as “the perfect nepotism storm.” [IDNR Employee 3] stated that he likely learned that [Family Member] was applying for a State Mine Inspector position in 2017, when [Family Member] took the State Mining Board examination, and that at the very beginning of the hiring process he warned Bill Patterson to “distance” himself. [IDNR Employee 3] opined that Bill Patterson did not do a good job at distancing himself from the process and gave an example of Bill Patterson inserting himself in the process by having IDNR HR get the applications corrected and resubmitted to CMS. [IDNR Employee 3] said that while Bill Patterson was involved, he did not play an “overwhelming” role in [Family Member]’s hiring. [IDNR Employee 3] said that because [Family Member] had an “A” grade, was a veteran, had an electrical certification, and had mine supervisory and rescue experience, he believed [Family Member] would get one of the vacant State Mine Inspector positions.

[IDNR Employee 3] stated he did not know why the point of contact was changed from Mr. Benner to Bill Patterson in the 2018 posting, but said that change would have been approved by Mr. Benner. [IDNR Employee 3] confirmed that they added the preference for Illinois electrical certification to the 2018 posting because they had wanted to add it to the minimum requirements of the job posting for 10 years. He also confirmed that Bill Patterson would have been a part of the conversation to add the preference. [IDNR Employee 3] further explained that for a long time OMM had only one State Mine Inspector who had the electrical certification, and if they lost that person they would not have any Inspectors with that certification even though a component of mine inspection is electrical. [IDNR Employee 3] stated that the posting was tailored for exactly what they wanted a State Mine Inspector to be, rather than to fit [Family Member], and asserted that [Family Member] was “everything we wanted in an inspector.”

6. Interview of then-OMM Director Thomas Benner

The OEIG interviewed Mr. Benner on November 28, 2018. Mr. Benner advised that he had been the OMM Director since May 2017.27 Mr. Benner stated that he has known [Family Member] since 2006, when [Family Member] worked at a mine where Mr. Benner was a manager. Mr. Benner stated that he has known Bill Patterson for 15 years and has known since 2006 that Bill Patterson and [Family Member] were relatives.

Mr. Benner stated that in December 2017, Bill Patterson and [IDNR Employee 3] approached him about adding the electrical certification to the minimum qualifications section of the State Mine Inspector posting. He said they did so in the 2018 postings since inspection of electrical installations is a part of the duties of a State Mine Inspector and they had only one State Mine Inspector who held an electrical certification and that Inspector was approaching retirement.

Mr. Benner stated that before the State Mine Inspector position was posted, Bill Patterson told him that his relative intended to apply for the position. Mr. Benner said that he “knew this was an issue” when he heard that [Family Member] applied. Mr. Benner stated that he was

27 Mr. Benner retired from State employment on January 31, 2019.
“concerned” about it and thus spoke with [IDNR Employee 4], who told him that [Family Member]’s relationship to Bill Patterson did not disqualify him from applying, but they try to “avoid it.” Mr. Benner relayed that [IDNR Employee 4] told him that because [Family Member] was a veteran, there was no way to prevent him from applying for the job.

Mr. Benner stated that he told Bill Patterson to “stay completely out of this.” He said that he chose the interviewers for the May 2018 State Mine Inspector interviews and deliberately excluded Bill Patterson from serving as technical advisor for the interviews “to make sure there was no one there that had any connection to any of the people.” Mr. Benner stated that Bill Patterson’s only involvement in the hiring process was to receive applications and submit them to IDNR HR. Mr. Benner also stated that Bill Patterson went to IDNR’s Springfield office at least once when the applications were rejected and met with [IDNR Employee 4] to work through the problem, although he did not believe that Bill Patterson’s visit was specifically about [Family Member]’s application. Mr. Benner stated that he was unaware of any meetings between Bill Patterson and [IDNR Employee 1] about [Family Member]’s application, or of [IDNR Employee 1] and [IDNR Employee 2] discussing the application. Mr. Benner also contended that he knew of no pressure placed on HR or any other section within IDNR to get [Family Member] hired as a State Mine Inspector.

7. Interview of [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 4]

OEIG investigators interviewed [IDNR Employee 4] on January 17, 2019. [IDNR Employee 4] stated that she has worked in IDNR’s HR department since [dates and details of employment]. [IDNR Employee 4] said that [Identifying Information Redacted] [IDNR Employee 5] advised her of the plan to modify the 2018 posting to add the electrical certification preference. [IDNR Employee 4] stated that she did not discuss adding this preference with Bill Patterson or Mr. Benner.

When asked why Bill Patterson was the point of contact on the 2018 posting, [IDNR Employee 4] stated that applications were always directed to the supervisor for the position, based on the location of the county with the vacancy. State Mine Inspectors in the southern region of the State report to Bill Patterson while Inspectors in the north may report to Bill Patterson or Mr. Benner. She added that Bill Patterson collected the applications from the 2018 postings.

[IDNR Employee 4] described the application process for the 2018 State Mine Inspector positions as a “disaster.” She stated that CMS gave failing grades to this pool of applicants due to errors on their applications, so the applicants had to appeal their failing grades and revise their applications to be considered for the State Mine Inspector positions. [IDNR Employee 4] said that she had some contact with Bill Patterson about getting the application issues resolved, but he did not mention his [relative]’s application specifically. [IDNR Employee 4] stated that Bill Patterson questioned how long the process would take and asked about clearing up the application errors. [IDNR Employee 4] stated that [IDNR Employee 1] was generally responsible for contacting the applicants about their failed applications, but she recalled that Bill Patterson reached out to one applicant, who was not [Family Member].

[IDNR Employee 4] stated she did not learn that [Family Member] was Bill Patterson’s [relative] “until this process started,” which was when Mr. Benner approached her to discuss the issue. [IDNR Employee 4] relayed that she told Mr. Benner that since [Family Member] passed
the examination and was a veteran, he would most likely get the position, and noted in her interview that veterans have an “absolute preference” in Illinois. [IDNR Employee 4] said she did not discuss the hiring process with Bill Patterson. [IDNR Employee 4] denied any pressure being placed on IDNR HR to get [Family Member] hired.

B. [Pursuant to Section B, the OEIG concludes that an allegation is “founded” when it has determined that there is reasonable cause to believe that a violation of law or policy has occurred, or that there has been fraud, waste, mismanagement, misconduct, nonfeasance, misfeasance, or malfeasance. The information in this subsection is redacted because it relates to an allegation that the OEIG determined was unfounded. Therefore, the Commission exercises its discretion to redact this section pursuant to 5 ILCS 430/20-52(a).]

C. Bill Patterson’s Direct Supervision Of [Family Member]

Finally, the OEIG examined whether, after [Family Member] was hired, Bill Patterson directly supervised him or otherwise took actions relating to his employment at IDNR.

1. Documents Reviewed Relating to Supervision of [Family Member]

OEIG investigators obtained an IDNR organizational chart displaying the hierarchy of supervision for the Mine Safety section, which indicated that it was last modified on September 19, 2018. The chart identified Bill Patterson as [Family Member]’s direct supervisor. Investigators also reviewed [Family Member]’s timesheets and saw that from July 2, 2018 through January 15, 2019, “Bill Patterson” was written on the line designated for the supervisor’s name. In addition, multiple leave requests for [Family Member] from July 2 to December 27, 2018 identified Bill Patterson as approving the requests, totaling at least 45 hours of approved leave.

Investigators also identified the following emails showing Bill Patterson’s involvement in [Family Member]’s supervision:

- From July 13, 2018 through January 22, 2019 [Family Member] emailed his weekly mine inspection reports to Bill Patterson, as well as to other OMM personnel.
- On June 6, 2018, the same date [Family Member] was offered the State Mine Inspector position, Bill Patterson sent an email, copying Mr. Benner, assigning vehicles to several State Mine Inspectors, including [Family Member].
- On July 5, 2018, an email was sent to Bill Patterson asking him to review an attached document which detailed the weekly travel schedule for [Family Member] and [IDNR Employee 6] for July 2018.

Footnotes 28 through 35 have been redacted. The information in this subsection is redacted because it relates to an allegation that the OEIG determined was unfounded. Therefore, the Commission exercises its discretion to redact this section pursuant to 5 ILCS 430/20-52(a).]
In an email to the State Mine Inspectors dated August 27, 2018, Bill Patterson advised that he switched [Family Member]’s and [IDNR Employee 6]’s underground mine inspection site because of travel distances; Mr. Benner and [IDNR Employee 3] were copied on that email. Shortly after sending this email, Bill Patterson forwarded an email to the State Mine Inspectors with an attachment of their mine assignments for August 2018.

After Mr. Benner was interviewed as part of this investigation, Mr. Benner emailed Bill Patterson and [Family Member], on January 11, 2019, advising that as a result of [IDNR Employee 3]’s retirement, [Family Member] would be reporting directly to Mr. Benner, who would sign off on [Family Member]’s timesheets.37

[Family Member]’s probationary performance report for July 1 through December 31, 2018, noted the handwritten name “[IDNR Employee 3]” on the supervisor’s signature line, dated November 26, 2018.

2. Interviews of [IDNR Employee 4], [IDNR Employee 3], and Mr. Benner Regarding [Family Member]’s Supervision

[IDNR Employee 4] said that around June 2018, when IDNR was getting ready to offer candidates the State Mine Inspector position, she approached Mr. Benner about the issue of [Family Member] not being able to report to Bill Patterson. [IDNR Employee 4] said that [Family Member] was supposed to report to [IDNR Employee 3] so as not to violate IDNR’s nepotism policy, but she was unsure if this was documented in writing. [IDNR Employee 4] acknowledged that the OMM organizational chart indicates that [Family Member] reports directly to his [relative], but said that that is only “on paper.” [IDNR Employee 4] stated that she assumed that it was understood that tasks such as completing [Family Member]’s performance evaluations would not be done by Bill Patterson. [IDNR Employee 4] stated she never spoke with Bill Patterson about his [relative]’s supervision, and that she is unaware if [Family Member] actually was reporting to Bill Patterson.

In his interview, [IDNR Employee 3] recalled suggesting to Mr. Benner to have [Family Member] report directly to him, but said that never happened and [Family Member] reported directly to his [relative]. [IDNR Employee 3] stated that he completed one of [Family Member]’s evaluations, but daily assignments, timesheet approvals, and other routine employment tasks were managed by Bill Patterson.

After reviewing the September 2018 organizational chart, Mr. Benner confirmed that [Family Member] reported directly to Bill Patterson and that this reporting structure violated the IDNR policy on nepotism. Mr. Benner stated that due to his concerns about the reporting arrangement, he asked [IDNR Employee 3] to evaluate [Family Member] for his probationary performance report. He also mentioned that [IDNR Employee 3] reviewed the State Mine Inspectors’ inspection reports. Mr. Benner conceded, however, that he “understood the optics … [and] the issues” of [Family Member] working as a State Mine Inspector and reporting to his [relative].

36 As noted above, [IDNR Employee 3] retired on December 31, 2018.
37 However, beginning January 16, 2019, printed electronic timesheets noted “[IDNR Employee 11]” [Identifying Information Redacted] as [Family Member]’s supervisor.
D. Interview Of Bill Patterson

On June 6, 2019, OEIG investigators interviewed Bill Patterson. Bill Patterson advised that he has worked at IDNR since 1999; has been a State Mine Inspector-At-Large since 2012; is currently the only Inspector-At-Large; and supervises the State Mine Inspectors in Illinois, helping them interpret the regulations related to their jobs and for coal mining. Bill Patterson advised that since [IDNR Employee 3] and Mr. Benner retired, he reports to the Office of the IDNR Director.

Bill Patterson stated that he was aware that his [relative], [Family Member], was applying for the State Mine Inspector position and tried to dissuade him from doing so because [Family Member] was a supervisor in his job and made more money than he would as a State Mine Inspector. Bill Patterson stated that when [Family Member] told him of his intention to apply for the State Mine Inspector position, he did not notify anyone in his supervision because “nobody thought one thing about it.” Bill Patterson asserted that he did not think anything of [Family Member] applying for the State Mine Inspector position and reporting to him, and said that [Family Member] had “every right to apply.”

Bill Patterson advised that the written portion of the State Mine Inspector examination consists of between 150 and 175 computer-generated questions that are randomly chosen from a larger database of questions, and said that nothing was added or removed from the database for the testing for the most recent hires. Bill Patterson stated that it is routine for current State Mine Inspectors to be present during the testing, but denied that he was present during [Family Member]’s test, stating that other State Mine Inspectors proctored the test.

Bill Patterson stated that the idea to add the preference for an electrical certification to the 2018 posting did not come from him; he said that issue had been discussed by Mr. Benner and [IDNR Employee 3] for several years. Bill Patterson stated that it is important for a State Mine Inspector to have an electrical certification because it is a part of their job to inspect electrical connections. He denied that the preference was added to give [Family Member] an advantage in the hiring process.

Bill Patterson confirmed that his role for the 2018 State Mine Inspector postings was to act as the point of contact for questions and to receive applications. Bill Patterson said that as the point of contact, he received four applications, one of which belonged to [Family Member], and at the close of the application period he forwarded those four applications to the IDNR HR office. Bill Patterson stated that when applicants learned that CMS rejected their 2018 State Mine Inspector applications, applicants began calling him directly. Bill Patterson confirmed that he went to the IDNR headquarters in Springfield to get the problems sorted out. Bill Patterson denied that anyone advised him to stay out of the hiring process.

Bill Patterson denied that he completed [Family Member]’s application for him, helped him complete it, or asked [IDNR Employee 1] to review it and make changes to improve it. However, Bill Patterson stated that someone in HR told him that the problem with [Family Member]’s application was related to his duties in [the military], and that he understood that [IDNR Employee 1] told [Family Member] to leave [military deployment information] off his work history on the application. Bill Patterson said that he advised his [relative] to report his [military service].
Bill Patterson said that Mr. Benner asked him to review the interview questions in 2018, but he denied discussing the questions with [Family Member] or giving him a copy of them. He stated that he did not participate in the interview process as a technical advisor or otherwise take a role in the 2018 interview process. Bill Patterson also denied any involvement in the decision on [Family Member]’s salary.

Bill Patterson stated that after [Family Member] completed his initial training as a State Mine Inspector, he (Bill Patterson) advised him to contact him with questions or problems. He said that before Mr. Benner left, he (Bill Patterson) assigned [Family Member] the mines he should inspect, received his inspection reports, and signed off on his timesheets. Bill Patterson said he also assigned State Mine Inspectors their vehicles and cell phones. Bill Patterson said that since Mr. Benner’s retirement, [Family Member] has been supervised by [IDNR Employee 11], [Identifying Information Redacted], although he said that [Family Member] still contacts him (Bill Patterson) to let him know when he will not be in the office, such as for a sick day.

Bill Patterson stated that he was not familiar with IDNR’s policy against a family member directly supervising another immediate family member, and that he read a copy of the Governor’s Executive Order regarding nepotism for the first time on the morning of the OEIG interview.

III. ANALYSIS

A. Bill Patterson’s Conflict Of Interest In [Family Member]’s Hiring

Effective July 1, 2019, CMS implemented policies to guard against conflicts of interest in the hiring process. In their reasoning for implementing this policy, CMS noted that “A key component of an impartial hiring system is the disclosure of any potential conflicts of interest between candidates and the hiring panel members. … Identifying a conflict is an agency function, not a determination to be made by the employee who may have a conflict.” The policy then adds that once a conflict is identified, a determination should be made whether the conflicted employee should be replaced [emphasis added] in the hiring process. While this policy postdates the allegations in this case, the underlying tenet that agencies have a duty to avoid conflicts of interest in State hiring is a longstanding principle.

The IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual mandates that employees “shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically prohibited [], which might reasonably create the appearance of or result in … giving preferential treatment to any organization or person.” Although the investigation did not uncover sufficient evidence to find that Bill Patterson improperly influenced the decision to hire [Family Member] or that he manipulated the State Mining Board examination or scoring, Bill Patterson was involved in the 2018 hiring process, which could have benefitted his [relative]. At minimum, therefore, Bill Patterson’s involvement created the appearance of giving preferential treatment to his [relative] in the hiring process.

This 2019 policy mandates that all personnel within an agency involved in the hiring process will be required to complete a Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form, certifying that they have no relationships with the applicants/interviewees.

CMS Memorandum titled Implementation of Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form, dated June 27, 2019.

Id.

The evidence obtained in the investigation showed that unlike in the 2017 hiring process, in which [Family Member] was an unsuccessful applicant, Bill Patterson was involved in various aspects of the 2018 hiring process that resulted in [Family Member]’s hire, and made no effort to recuse himself. In the 2018 hiring process, Bill Patterson served as the point of contact for the State Mine Inspector postings in Franklin County and thus was responsible for responding to questions from applicants, receiving applications, and forwarding those applications to IDNR HR. Bill Patterson admitted that one of the applications he received and submitted was his [relative]’s and that after CMS rejected all of the 2018 applications, including his [relative]’s, he went to IDNR headquarters in Springfield in an attempt to get the applications corrected and resubmitted to CMS. Furthermore, Bill Patterson said that Mr. Benner asked him to review the interview questions and it was Bill Patterson who advised [IDNR Employee 4] on May 3, 2018 who would be conducting the interviews.

Bill Patterson also admitted to advising his [relative] on how to correct his rejected 2018 application by telling him to report his military employment but omit [information related to military service]. Investigators confirmed that after CMS rejected [Family Member]’s January 19, 2018 application, his military employment was removed from the Work History section of his February 24, 2018 and May 14, 2018 applications.

[Family Member]’s February 24, 2018 application also reflected other changes from his January 19, 2018 application, which made him a stronger candidate for the State Mine Inspector position, such as adding four technical/professional licenses, including Mine Manager and General Surface Supervisor. [IDNR Employee 2] told investigators that he worked with [IDNR Employee 1] to “enhance” [Family Member]’s application, and he said [IDNR Employee 1] told him that Bill Patterson had given her the application and asked her to make changes. Although both [IDNR Employee 1] and Bill Patterson denied that [IDNR Employee 1] was asked to fix [Family Member]’s application, [IDNR Employee 1] did acknowledge that she asked [IDNR Employee 2] for assistance with an application but did not recall if the application was [Family Member]’s; she also acknowledged talking to [IDNR Employee 2] about [Family Member]’s veteran status.

Bill Patterson’s involvement in the hiring process in which his [relative] was an applicant at minimum reasonably created the appearance of giving preferential treatment to [Family Member]. Therefore, the OEIG finds that Bill Patterson’s involvement in the 2018 State Mine Inspector hiring process violated IDNR’s Policy and Procedure Manual, and this allegation is FOUNDED.43

42 Mr. Benner and [IDNR Employee 3] advised that Bill Patterson also was involved in the discussion to add a preference for applicants with an electrical certification to the 2018 State Mine Inspector postings, although everyone interviewed agreed that the electrical certification preference was discussed for years before [Family Member] applied, and was needed because there only one State Mine Inspector who was a certified electrician and was approaching retirement.

43 The OEIG concludes that an allegation is “founded” when it has determined that there is reasonable cause to believe that a violation of law or policy has occurred, or that there has been fraud, waste, mismanagement, misconduct, nonfeasance, misfeasance, or malfeasance.
In addition, former OMM Director Thomas Benner knew that Bill Patterson’s [relative] was applying for the State Mine Inspector position, and failed to take adequate action to ensure that Bill Patterson was not involved in the hiring process. Although Mr. Benner excluded Bill Patterson from serving as an interviewer during the 2018 State Mine Inspector hiring process, he did not keep Bill Patterson from being involved in other areas that could have influenced the outcome of this hire.

For instance, Mr. Benner was aware that Bill Patterson, as the point of contact, received applications for this position and was responsible for submitting them to HR. Mr. Benner was also aware that Bill Patterson was working with HR at IDNR headquarters to address the problems with the applications after CMS rejected them. Moreover, according to Bill Patterson, Mr. Benner asked him to review the interview questions for this hire.

Mr. Benner should have recognized the conflict of interest inherent in Bill Patterson’s involvement in the 2018 State Mine Inspector hiring process. Because he failed to take adequate steps to exclude Bill Patterson from the hiring process, and in fact, included him in the process, the allegation that he created the appearance of a conflict of interest in violation of the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual is FOUNDED.

It is also disconcerting that [IDNR Employee 4], and potentially other HR staff, did not take further action to ensure that Bill Patterson was not involved in this hiring process, given the fact that the need for a conflict-free hiring process is far from novel, and her responsibility as [Identifying Information Redacted]. However, it is unclear in this case when in the hiring process she became aware that [Family Member] was Bill Patterson’s [relative] and the extent to which Bill Patterson was involved. In addition, given the fact that the HR department is in a different location from Bill Patterson’s office and this hiring process took place over four months, the OEIG is not making a finding with regard to any HR personnel. However, this hiring is an example of the need for conflict of interest forms (which subsequent to this hire are now required44) to be properly utilized by anyone involved in the hiring. Not only do these forms provide an avenue for recognizing a conflict, or appearance of a conflict, but this documentation can serve as an important tool and reminder to ensure personnel who have been deemed conflicted are not involved at any point, especially in a lengthy hiring process.

Thus the OEIG recommends that IDNR ensure that IDNR HR staff and all other staff involved in hiring are aware of their responsibility to address potential conflicts before the hiring process starts, and complete necessary Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Forms.

---

44 Effective July 1, 2019, CMS implemented policies to guard against conflicts of interest in the hiring process. This 2019 policy mandates that all personnel within an agency involved in the hiring process will be required to complete a Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form, certifying that they have no relationships with the applicants/interviewees. In their reasoning for implementing this policy, CMS noted that “A key component of an impartial hiring system is the disclosure of any potential conflicts of interest between candidates and the hiring panel members. … Identifying a conflict is an agency function, not a determination to be made by the employee who may have a conflict.” The policy then adds that once a conflict is identified, a determination should be made whether the conflicted employee should be replaced [emphasis added] in the hiring process. While this policy postdates the allegations in this case, the underlying tenet that agencies have a duty to avoid conflicts of interest in State hiring is a longstanding principle. See CMS Memorandum titled Implementation of Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form, dated June 27, 2019.
B. [Pursuant to Footnote 43, the OEIG concludes that an allegation is “founded” when it has determined that there is reasonable cause to believe that a violation of law or policy has occurred, or that there has been fraud, waste, mismanagement, misconduct, nonfeasance, misfeasance, or malfeasance. The information in this subsection is redacted because it relates to an allegation that the OEIG determined was unfounded. Therefore, the Commission exercises its discretion to redact this section pursuant to 5 ILCS 430/20-52(a).]

C. Bill Patterson’s Direct Supervision Of [Family Member]

Finally, the investigation revealed that from [Family Member]’s hire in July 2018 until at least January 2019, Bill Patterson directly supervised his [relative]. The IDNR Employee Handbook and Executive Order 2018-12 prohibit employees from being allowed to directly supervise a family member or relative. Additionally, the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual prohibits an employee from participating in an employment decision involving another family member, which includes making work assignments and granting access to equipment and vehicles.

In an interview, Bill Patterson admitted to directly supervising his [relative] from the time of his hire to approximately January 2019. Specifically, Bill Patterson admitted to approving his [relative]’s timesheets, setting his mine inspections schedule, receiving his reports, and assigning him a vehicle and cell phone. Bill Patterson’s admission that he directly supervised his [relative] was also confirmed by reviewing the documents he mentioned, as well as the September 19, 2018 OMM organizational chart and various leave requests for [Family Member]. For these reasons, the allegation that Bill Patterson directly supervised his [relative], [Family Member], and participated in employment decisions pertaining to his [relative], in violation of the IDNR Employee Handbook, Policy and Procedure Manual, and Executive Order 2018-12, is FOUNDED.

The investigation further revealed that Mr. Benner was aware that Bill Patterson was directly supervising his [relative] yet took no action. [IDNR Employee 4] stated that when IDNR was preparing to offer [Family Member] the State Mine Inspector position, she told Mr. Benner that they must ensure that he would not report to Bill Patterson. [IDNR Employee 3] said that he suggested to Mr. Benner that [Family Member] report to him ([IDNR Employee 3]), but that did not happen. Mr. Benner admitted that [Family Member] reported directly to Bill Patterson and that such a reporting structure violated IDNR policy. He stated that based on his concerns about it he had [IDNR Employee 3] conduct [Family Member]’s initial evaluation; however, he did not act to ensure that Bill Patterson was not supervising [Family Member] in other routine day-to-daymatters. For these reasons, the OEIG concludes that Mr. Benner violated provisions of the IDNR Employee Handbook, Policy and Procedure Manual, and Executive Order 2018-12 in allowing Bill Patterson to directly supervise his [relative] for approximately six months in 2018. This allegation is therefore FOUNDED.

V. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of its investigation, the OEIG concludes that there is REASONABLE CAUSE TO ISSUE THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS:

- **FOUNDED** – IDNR State Mine Inspector-At-Large Bill Patterson took actions which might reasonably create the appearance of giving preferential treatment to a person, in violation of the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual, when he participated in the hiring process for positions for which his [relative], [Family Member], had applied.

- **FOUNDED** – Former IDNR Office of Mines and Minerals Director Thomas Benner took actions which might reasonably create the appearance of giving preferential treatment to a person, in violation of the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual, when he permitted Bill Patterson to participate in the hiring process for positions for which his [relative] had applied.

- [The information in this sentence is redacted because it relates to an allegation that the OEIG determined was unfounded. Therefore, the Commission exercises its discretion to redact this sentence pursuant 5 ILCS 430/20-52(a).]

- **FOUNDED** – Bill Patterson directly supervised his [relative], [Family Member], in violation of the IDNR Employee Handbook and Executive Order 2018-12, and participated in [Family Member]’s employment decisions in violation of the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual.

- **FOUNDED** – Mr. Benner allowed Bill Patterson to directly supervise his [relative], in violation of the IDNR Employee Handbook and Executive Order 2018-12, and allowed Bill Patterson to participate in [Family Member]’s employment decisions in violation of the IDNR Policy and Procedure Manual.

The OEIG recommends that IDNR take appropriate disciplinary action regarding Bill Patterson. Because Thomas Benner is no longer an IDNR employee, the OEIG recommends that a copy of this report be placed in his personnel file.

The OEIG also recommends that DNR take the following action:

- ensure that Bill Patterson does not directly supervise [Family Member];
- ensure employees in managerial positions understand the relevant conflict of interest and nepotism policies;
- ensure all personnel who participate in any part of the hiring process, including vetting applications, execute CMS’s Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form;
- ensure that HR staff understand the conflict of interest requirements in the hiring process and be responsible for removing, from the hiring process, anyone deemed to have a potential conflict; and
- ensure any IDNR employees conducting applicant interviews are aware of and comply with CMS guidance including directives on consensus scoring.
No further investigative action is needed and this case is considered closed.
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February 24, 2020

Susan M. Haling
Executive Inspector General
Office of Executive Inspector General (for Agencies of the Governor)
69 West Washington Street, Suite 3400
Chicago, Illinois 60602

Re: Agency Response to Final Summary Report
OEIG Case No. 18-01651

Dear Inspector General Haling:

I serve as Senior Counsel and Ethics Compliance Officer for the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (hereinafter "IDNR"). Please allow this correspondence to be IDNR's response to the Final Summary Report (hereinafter "Report") in OEIG Case No. 18-01651. I'll state IDNR's response to each finding contained within the Report.

FINDINGS RELATED TO TOM BENNER:

In response to the (1) two findings within the Report concerning Tom Benner (hereinafter "Benner"), former Director of the Office of Mines and Minerals (hereinafter "OMM"), and (2) accompanying recommendation your office provided, I can confirm that Jane Ryan (hereinafter "Ryan"), Director of the Office of Human Resources (hereinafter "OHR"), has reviewed the Report and has already placed a copy of same in Benner's personnel file.

FINDINGS RELATED TO BILL PATTERSON:

In response to the (1) two findings concerning Bill Patterson (hereinafter "Patterson"), a current employee in OMM, and (2) the accompanying recommendation to issue discipline, I wish to advise you that IDNR accepts and will follow your recommendation. Specifically, IDNR will take appropriate, progressive disciplinary action against Patterson in accordance with the AFSCME Collective Bargaining Agreement (hereinafter "Agreement") and the Illinois Personnel Code. Given that Patterson has rights under the Agreement, including grievance and other due process rights, it will likely take a period of time for IDNR to actually issue discipline to Patterson. In light of the foregoing, I will report back to your office within 40 calendar days, or sooner, if possible, as I mentioned within IDNR's Response Form.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:

Your office has recommended that IDNR:

1. Ensure that Patterson does not directly supervise his [BLANK].

*IDNR Response: IDNR accepts this recommendation. I will request that OHR and the current OMM Director, Donald Stewart, review OMM's organizational chart to ensure that Patterson does not and will not directly supervise his [BLANK].*

2. Ensure employees in managerial positions understand the relevance of IDNR's conflict of interest and nepotism policies.

*IDNR Response: IDNR accepts this recommendation. I will work with OHR in sending out an email to all IDNR employees in managerial positions, identified by OHR, reminding said employees of the relevance and importance of the aforementioned policies.*

3. Ensure all personnel, identified by OHR, who participate in any part of the hiring process vetting applications, execute a Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form (a form provided by the Department of Central Management Services (hereinafter "CMS").

*IDNR Response: IDNR accepts this recommendation. I will request that OHR's Ryan address this issue with all IDNR personnel who participate in any part of the hiring process vetting applications to ensure that these employees execute the Conflict of Interest Certification and Disclosure Form (for each applicant that applies for employment with IDNR).*

4. Ensure staff of OHR understand the conflict of interest requirements in the hiring process and be responsible for removing, from the hiring process, anyone deemed to have a potential conflict (of interest).

*IDNR Response: IDNR accepts this recommendation. I will request that OHR's Ryan remind her staff about the conflict of interest requirements in the hiring process to ensure that anyone deemed to have a potential conflict is removed from said process. As IDNR Ethics Officer, I will make myself available to assist with the review of any potential conflict(s).*

5. Ensure that any IDNR employees conducting applicant interviews are aware of and comply with CMS guidance including directives on consensus hiring.
IDNR Response: IDNR accepts this recommendation. I will request that OHR's Ryan inform all IDNR employees, as identified by OHR, conducting employee interviews of CMS's guidance, including directives, on consensus hiring.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 217-785-8693.

Most sincerely,

George M. Sisk
Senior Counsel & Ethics Compliance Officer

cc: Renee Snow, IDNR General Counsel
    Jane Ryan, IDNR Director of Human Resources
March 9, 2021

Susan M. Haling, Esq.
Executive Inspector General
Office of the Executive Inspector General (for Agencies of the Governor)
69 West Washington Street, Suite 3400
Chicago, Illinois 60602

Re: OEIG Case No. 18-01651

Dear General Haling:

I'm writing with an update in the above-referenced matter. Please allow the instant correspondence to be the Illinois Department of Natural Resources' (Department) Final Response in this matter.

After considering various factors and conducting a mandatory pre-disciplinary meeting with Bill Patterson (Patterson), a member of a collective bargaining unit, the Department’s Office of Human Resources (OHR) decided to impose a one-day suspension (without pay) on Patterson based on the contents/recommendations of the Final Summary Report in the instant matter. I should note that there always exists the possibility that Patterson's Union will grieve the discipline; however, OHR had advised me it doesn't foresee this happening.

Finally, while I, as the Department’s Ethics Officer, am authorized to provide an opinion/my thoughts as to any potential discipline, I don't possess the authority to make the final decision regarding same; the final decision concerning the level of discipline rests with OHR.

Should you or your staff have questions, please contact me at 217-785-8693.

Most sincerely,

George M. Sisk
Senior Counsel and Ethics Officer